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Abstract

In a growing plant root, the inner vascular system is sealed off by an epithelium, the endo-

dermis. The space between all of the cells in the endodermal layer is filled with an imperme-

able mass called the Casparian strip, which closes the spaces between cells in the

endodermal layer. The role of the Casparian strip has been proposed to prevent backflow of

water and nutrients into the soil, but as mutant plants lacking the Casparian strip only have

weak phenotypes, the view that it serves an essential function in plants has been chal-

lenged. In an accompanying paper, it is shown that loss of the Casparian strip impacts the

ability of the plant to take up ammonium and allocate it to the shoots.

Anyone who has carefully chewed a carrot knows that, when crushed, it is possible to separate

it into an outer layer and an inner sweet-tasting rod. This rod includes the vascular cylinder of

the root. Whereas a young growing root as such is covered by an epithelium, the epidermis,

the vascular cylinder, with its vasculature, is covered by yet another epithelium, the endoder-

mis (Fig 1A). All space between the cells in this layer is filled with a water-impermeable mass

that effectively separates the extracellular space in the vascular cylinder from that of the outer

layer [1]. This filling, like mortar in a brick wall but made of lignin [2], is called the Casparian

strip, named after the German botanist Robert Caspary, who first described it in 1865 (Fig 1B

and Fig 2) [3].

Since the Casparian strip is resistant to treatment with even concentrated sulfuric acid

[3,4], which readily degrades all other cell wall constituents, it was suggested that the Casparian

strip serves as an impregnating layer that prevents water and solutes from diffusing into the

vascular cylinder and also prevents back leakage of solution under pressure from it [5,6]. That

the Casparian strip indeed is an impermeable belt was demonstrated by exposing roots to ura-

nyl [7] and lanthanum [8]. These tracer ions diffuse in from the medium in the space between

cells. Electron microscopy revealed that both ions form electron-dense deposits on cells from

the epidermis all the way to the endodermis but not beyond this cell layer.

The vascular cylinder contains two separate vascular systems, the xylem and the phloem.

We humans also have two types of vascular systems, arteries and veins, but they both transport

the same thing, namely blood. In plants, each of the two vascular systems transport specific sol-

utes and typically in different directions. The xylem delivers mineral nutrients taken up from

the soil to the shoot, and the phloem transports sugars and other products of photosynthesis
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from the leaves to the root and other places of the plant in need of energy. In contrast to the

phloem (and arteries and veins), the xylem is made of dead cells with porous cell walls; the ves-

sels are therefore not isolated from their surroundings and their content is free to leak out of

them. This explains why, in the absence of an endodermal barrier, pressure would never be

able to build up in the vascular cylinder.

If nutrients in the xylem cannot leak out of the vascular cylinder, how are they able enter it

initially? Entrance into the vascular cylinder is made possible by the millions of cells of the

endodermis that are embedded in the Casparian strip like bricks in a wall. In order to enter the

vascular cylinder, a nutrient must actively enter an endodermal cell through a transport pro-

tein, diffuse through it, and in doing so, bypass the Casparian strip (Fig 1B and Fig 2). The

whole process is like a car driving through a tunnel in a hill. On the other side of the Casparian

strip, the nutrient is transported by another transport protein out of the cell, transported into

the xylem, and is then free to move upward toward the shoot. However, this function in per-

meating nutrients only holds on as long as endodermal cells are young. With progressing mat-

uration, endodermal cells become impregnated by a layer of waxy substances that are

Fig 1. Apoplastic and symplastic transport pathways of ammonium into the root vascular cylinder. A. The 3D tissue layout of a root is a series of concentric annular

cylinders made up of the epidermis, cortex, endodermis, and, in the center, the vascular cylinder [22]. B. The Casparian strip is a water-impermeable sealing that fills the

space between cells of the root endodermis. The only way for water and solutes to pass this barrier is to enter an endodermal cell. This can happen in one of two ways.

Either water or solutes are taken up by transporters at the root epidermis (here, in the case of ammonium, by AMT1;3) and move from cell to cell in a symplastic

continuum into an endodermal cell. This symplastic transport pathway predominates when external ammonium is low. Alternatively, water and solutes from the outside

medium move through cell walls toward the endodermis and, at this point, are taken up by a transporter in this cell layer (here, in the case of ammonium, by AMT1;2).

This apoplastic transport pathway predominates when external ammonium is high. Some solutes can enter the symplast from the apoplast via any cell in the outer root:

the epidermal cells, the cortex cells, or the endodermal cells. In both cases, water and solutes pass the Casparian strip by diffusing through an endodermal cell and are

subsequently loaded into the xylem by other transporters for long-distance transport to the shoot. AMT, ammonium transporter.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000073.g001
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deposited at the inner surface of the cell walls. This so-called suberization prohibits nutrients

to enter or leak out, thereby sealing the endodermis like the peel of an orange [9,10].

A nutrient in the soil can be transported through an endodermal cell via two transport

pathways (Fig 1B): i) either it is first taken up by transport proteins in the epidermal cells at the

root–soil interface from which it diffuses from cell to cell through plasmadesmata, structures

that, analogous to gap junctions in animal cells, form bridges between cells and ultimately find

their way to endodermal cells; or ii) it diffuses all the way from the soil through the highly per-

meable cell walls between cells to the Casparian sealing, and during this passage, it is at some

point actively taken up by cells, ultimately endodermal cells. The first pathway is called the

Fig 2. Cross-section of root of Ficaria verna Huds. From Robert Caspary’s original drawing of the Casparian strip from Fig 4 in

reference [3]. The Casparian strip is seen as a black thickening between endodermal cells. Magnification x 320. G, “Gefässgruppen”

(vessel groups; xylem); L, “Leitzellen” (conducting cells; phloem); M, “Mark” (pith); r, “Rindenzellen” (cortical cells); S,

“Schutzscheide” (protective sheath; endodermis).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000073.g002
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symplastic pathway because the nutrient moves inside cells in a symplastic continuum; the

other is the apoplastic pathway, as the main part of the diffusion occurs outside of cells.

The signaling cascade that triggers the formation of Casparian strips starts with small pep-

tides derived from the vascular cylinder [11,12]. Wherever they leak out of the vascular cylin-

der, they are recognized by SCHENGEN3 (SGN3), a receptor-like kinase located in the plasma

membrane at the distal side of endodermal cells [13]. This sparks an intricate developmental

program, in which the transcription factor Myb-related protein 36 (MYB36) plays a central

role in the synthesis and deposition of lignin between endodermal cells [14,15]. The function

of the Casparian strip becomes more important under stress conditions such as high salt [16].

However, under salt stress, the Casparian strip itself is relatively unmodified, whereas the

suberin layer expands dramatically [17]. This shows that the deposition of suberin may be

essential to avoid passage of Na+ and Cl− through endodermal cells.

The schengen3 mutant of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana is unable to form a func-

tional Casparian strip and, in contrast to other Casparian strip mutants, possesses no compen-

satory mechanism to seal off the endodermis [13]. This mutant offers a unique system to

understand the role of the endodermal barrier in plants. Surprisingly, studies of this mutant

have shown that SGN3 is not essential for plant life. In fact, the phenotype of sgn3 plants is

very weak in the sense that the mutant plants take up water and nutrients and apparently grow

normally. An exception is the macronutrient potassium, which, in mutant shoots, is lower

than in the wild type [13]. This led to the suggestion that the Casparian strip might not be

essential for water and nutrient uptake as such but could have more specific roles, such as per-

mitting accumulation of potassium.

A study published today in PLOS Biology has investigated whether loss of SGN3 affects

transport from roots to shoots of another important nutrient, namely ammonium [18]. First, it

is shown that strontium, an element not required by plants and typically transported along the

apoplastic pathway, does not enter the vasculature in wild-type plants but readily does so in

the sgn3 mutant plants. This confirms the role of the Casparian strip as a barrier for solute flow

from the growth medium into the vascular cylinder. However, no matter whether the Caspar-

ian strip was present or not, ammonium was transported from the root to the shoot. There are

different transport proteins in roots involved in ammonium uptake and xylem loading [19,20].

By genetically crossing of sgn3 with other lines expressing ammonium transporters only in the

epidermis or in the endodermis, the contribution of each transporter in the presence and

absence of the Casparian strip could be studied. With a functional Casparian strip and when

soil ammonium content is low, uptake at the epidermis followed by symplastic transport was

shown to prevail. In contrast, when soil ammonium content is high, transport via the apoplas-

tic route followed by uptake at the endodermis became the dominant route. In the absence of

the Casparian strip, the efficiency of the apoplastic transport route decreased. However, unex-

pectedly, the efficiency of the symplastic pathway increased in the absence of the Casparian

strip, which implies that the endodermal bypass caused by the sgn3 mutation has opposing

consequences for the symplastic and apoplastic transport pathways. This was a surprising

result, as it indicates that the apoplastic route requires Casparian strips to render ammonium

uptake at the endodermis more efficient. Moreover, this approach allowed for the first time

determining the relative contribution of both pathways and their dependencies on the Caspar-

ian strip for any nutrient.

A root pressure develops when mineral nutrients get actively loaded into the xylem and are fol-

lowed by water. The sgn3 mutant has reduced root pressure and slower flow of water through the

xylem most likely because water cannot build up in this structure without endodermal sealing [13].

Water evaporating from the leaves of the shoots creates a low pressure in the shoot xylem that

allows its contents to move upward. Under conditions of high transpiration and accompanying
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suction of xylem sap from the root, nutrient backflow is prevented, and the Casparian strip may

therefore not be as important as when transpiration is low. In an earlier study, sunflower plants

growing in water baths were fed with nutrients during the day or the night, when transpiration is

high and low, respectively [21]. When comparing the plants under the two conditions, no differ-

ences in nutrient uptake and growth could be observed. It was thus concluded that convective

water transport in the xylem, brought about by root pressure, is in itself sufficient to supply the

shoot with nutrients taken up from the soil [21].

Strikingly, in the new study, plants were grown under conditions—liquid medium and

strong light—for which transpiration is high and root pressure low. This could explain the

weak nutrient-related phenotypes of the mutant plants. It will be interesting in future work to

see how mutant plants without a functional Casparian strip behave under conditions for

which the root pressure is high and transpiration low.
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